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Kurosha Anti-Infantry Turret

The Kurosha is an anti-infantry turret found predominately used by the My'leke on their Maku'ran Anti-
Infantry Turret. It was created in ER 625, and entered service in late ER 628.

Nomenclature Information

Designer: Korusha Tishen Manufacturer: Shukara Volunteer Navy Name: Kurosha Infantry Turret Type:
Laser Turret Role: Anti-Personnel or Anti-ordinance Length: 3 Meters Rate of Fire: twenty shots every five
seconds. Damage: Tier 2, Medium Anti-Personnel (Lethal) PDR 0 (Stun)

About

The Korusha was designed for the sole intention of being used by the My'leke on their Maku'ran Anti-
Infantry Turret, there are two settings to the weapon. The first is a lethal kill setting and the second is a
non-lethal kill. However, it can also be used on vehicles such as APC’s or tanks.

Appearance

The turret has a circular base with a mounted center section, with two two foot long cannons flank the
left and right. Each cannon has a laser designator built in for targeting purposes.

Discharge Information

Firing Mechanism

The turret can be primed to fire by pulling the trigger of the weapon back by a few inches; this primes it
to be fired at a moment’s notice. Power is drawn in either from the vehicles capacitors, or by the
capacitor or power generator of the object the turret is attached to (be it a vehicle, gun tower, or the
My'leke Universal Module), after the weapon is fired heat sinks open up on the sides to quickly cool the
internal firing chamber before it is fired again.
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